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PA . hYEARCE EfV= PU TMG ALTDWA2IV MEASS OF

~~DIGEO A ?RE7-MONTJG PaZMVAISSAJCE SYME1



A. Intro~aetimw to the

?b qaestim Investipeztd In the researeb report"d here Was

the feasibility of training a free- ging aeg tw perforz perisoel

recMaasuce. e assu ptIs aozut terrain, wetber azd otber

pertinent conditions of the Altary problem were ebawged ss the dvwe-

lapeit of the project propwsed. Tbe Sweral trend of these cwge

began with a Consideratio of a highly vwesatile emize recomaissaee

system not dependent Upon a TerticuIn handler, a F"p vv, or & PeMt-

cauar kind of militer- umit to be protected. Nowever, as the pro-

ject progressed, the coodtizes for the opert I= of the systom becaue

nore and amre specified and ll.zted. fte final focus of the Investi-

gation vas upw providing effective persoczel recocnaissawe for a

foot ptrol prcgressing aloeg a pstbwW, trail, or rod. The recor,

naissance was to have adoq-we efficiency for providing warning of

t.he prezene of evey persone so that the patrol would be pratect-

ed frc e n s sh consisting of sma aM fire.

The secut dog prcsrm now maintained by the Amy Provides

suh reconaissance, but vas coosidered to have some disadvantages.

In tbat present system the bnwLer raintaIns the dog on leash and ex-

voses himself in the se field -osition as the do!. If the patrol

is folloving close behin and the slnd bearing bnw scent is not

favorable (see Fig. Is), it is likely that the kill zone of the e-

bush will be entered before the dog alerts the bandler. The advan-

tages of the off-leash free-ranging dog ere illnstrated in Fig. lb.

In this case, the dog is preceeding the handler and the patrol at a
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lI
was placed in the center of this fourth side and

airconditioned via ducts from the laboratory build-

ing. The side of the thamber facing the field was

of thermopene glass which allowed a dog inside an

unobstructed view of the field. Just inside the win-

dow were three panels bolted to the floor one foot apart.

When one of these panels was pressed by the dog's paw,

progranming and recording equipment was activated in-

side the building. Thie equipment controlled a feeder

which could provide 10 g. portions of a mixture of

horse meat and Purina Dog Chow to a steel cup inside

the experimental chamber.

Procedure: After the two days of deprii, tion mentioned above,

each subject was given a one-hour session in the

chamber each day. On Day 1 of this procedure only a

lever press on any panel would bring about a food

pellet. On Day 2 any two lever presses on the same

panel would bring al-ut a food pellet. From Day 3

forward, only one panel would bring about food pellets

at any given time. Until a ratio of ten presses for

one food pellet had been reached, the panel which

would give food was changed randomly after each four

rewards.

At this point the experimenter took control of which

• k"4-4



panel would give pellets and -wuld point to it from

outside the window of the e4.perimcntal chamber.

On the 20th day of the enperimental procedure all sub-

jects were choosing without hesitation the panel pointed

to by the experimenter. For the next 20 days pointing

by the experimenter was done with one of three instru-

ments: 1) an M-1 rifle if the panel mn the dog's left

was to provide the food pellets, 2) a graden rake if the

panel to the dog's right was to provide the food pellets,

and 3) pointing with the hand if the middle panel was

to give food pellets. From the 4lst day forward, the

appropriate instrument was held at "present arms" with-

out pointing. If no instrument was to be ured (middle

panel) the experimenter merely stood in front of the

window with his hands at his sides. From the 60th to

the 90th day the distance of the experimenter from the

window was varied from 5 to 100 feet under each of

the following conditions: 1) experimenter prone,

2) experimenter standing, 3)"experimenter crouching,

4) in daylight, 5) at duWk, and 6) at night.

Results and Conclusions: The three houads used in the experiment

responded at a better than chance level on2y in day-

light with the experimenter standing and within 65

feet. The German Sh,-pard, however, was consistantly

-5-



accurate at 100 feet ir -6. yl1iht when the experi-

menter was standing. Jkrwever, under all other con-

ditions responding was above chance only at the 5

and 10 foot distances with the night condition giv-

ing no occurrence above chance at all.

This experiment supports the conclusion that canine

visual acuity as tested by a discrimination between

a motionless armed or unarmed man is such as to be un-

reliable in a millt•ry situation.

C. Investihation of the bulb and barness technique.

In the interim report submitted on July 12, 1964 (Appendix A)

development of a system for personnel reconnaissance was described

which used food as a reward for the dog's successful performance of

pulling a bulb on his harness when he had contacted a man in his search.

This bulb was attached to a switch vhich activated a radio signal moni-
!

tored by the handler. The handler then transmitted a signel to the

dog recalling him to receive the reward. j
On 13 July, 1964 the present author assumed -he responsibility

of Principal Investigator to perform the experiment in vision described

above, and to continue development and training of the reconnaissance

system described above with few modifications. During this time, and

during the discussion involved in a demonstration of the system held

at Aberdeen Proving Ground in October of that year, several character-
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1.

istics of the system were noted.

First, the bulb pulling response was a strange and unique

response for the dog to make. This meant that only a Wute obvious

and blunt stimulus could bring it about. Therefore, the dog had to

make a visual contact with the decoy before he would respond by pull-

ing the bulb. Training this response was equally difficult and was

not a procedure similar to any used by the Scout Dog Platoon which

was visited at about this time by personnel associated with the con-

tract.

Second, the dogs were not well disciplined and tended to run

and search at will rather than under the close direction of train-

ing or direction from the handler.

Third, the use of food reward and the necessity of a pack on

the dog to send and receive tones, plua the pack necessary for the

handler to send and receive tones, became a great load of equipment

end material. It was difficult to see how this much of a logistical

problem would be Justified in an operational system. Also, the dog

eventually satiates and quits working, and, of course, since the dog

must be kept hungry he is more vulnerable to illness.

On 13 December, 1964 a new program was begun to deal wita

these deficiencies.

-- 7--
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As indicated in Part 1, the previous attempts to develop a

canine free-ranging reconnaissance system found great difficulty in

training the dog to make a response which would operate a radio. Onrce

this was accomplisbed selectively rewarding the dog would develop the

situation where the dog would perform only in the presence of a man.

All manners of closing switches seez to be extremely strange behaviors

to a dog and difficult to train.

In the first stages of research (see above) many systems had

been tried and bulb pulling was the most successful. Even with this

system the response could not be trained to occur on the mere scent

of a man, but only on close visual contact.

At this point it was brought to the investigator's attention

that a commercial device was available which consisted of a collar

holding a transmitter which varied its output of a tone as a result

of motion. This device was used to indicate to a hunter when his

dog was "on a point". This was, in effect, a response which operated

a radio, and, in addition, it was a response which seemed amenable

to being brought under the control of a subtle stimulus such as the

air-borne scent of a man.

However, the commercial version had several disadvantages

when considered as an alert indicator for the reconnaissance system.

For example, low power output (10 milliwatts) prevented effective

long renge communication. Secondly, the use of a u.h.f. channel



(450 Mhz) provides poor penetration of foliage*. In fact, jungle

path losses at these frequencies are sufficient to rule out the use

of u.b.f. for all jungle purposes exceeding a few hundred feet. Third-

ly, the transmitter frequency and type of modulation were not coapat-

ible with any existing Army cowunication apparatus.

Also, the "Setter Seeker" has incorporated in the transmitter

housing a propristory device thich is called a "jJggle switch". It

is an on-off device which switches as the dog bouncem during normal

notion. Thus, only motion or non-motion could be interpreted and

discrimination between walking, running and heavy panting was im-

possible. Because of these disadvantages the contract allowed that

a similar device, with the modifications indicated by these problems

would be constructed by the laboratory. In the constructed device

(see Fig. 2, also Appendix D) the contractors have developed a re-

placement for the "Jiggle switch" which will hereafter be referred to

as a motion transducer. It is basically a resistance accelerometer.

As the dog Jostles in walking, the motion transducer produces a unique

change in resistance proportional to the instantaneous acceleration

of the motion transducer. The advantage of this proportional output

over the switching type of system is an increase in the ability of the

handler to assess a more exact characterization of the behavior of

the dog. With proportional output, the practiced handler can dis-

*See: Final report for parametric study of pulsed radio frequency
transmission. Task I 1. Contract I DA-19-OOI-AMC-314(X).
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FIG. 2 POSITION AND USE OF THE SPECIAL EQUIPMENT



criminate between running and walking and can assets the vigor with

which the dog is performing his task. Operationally, the resistance

of the motion transducer is converted to an audio tone and the audio

tone is telewetered fran the dog via an FoM. transmitter to the re-

ceiver carried by the handler. The changing audio tones are then

interpreted by the handler as an indication of the b•havior of the

dog. The basic housing of the motion transducer is the glass bulb

and electrodes of a neon lamp (NE-83). The seal is broken, and in-

stead of neon gas, the bulb is partially filled with carbon granules,

such as are used in carbon microphones*. The bulb is then resealed

and the entire assembly is encapsulated in epoxy,

The dog radio pack was designed to be conpatible with the

RT-176/PRC-l0 radio transmitter-receiver.

This restricted the design of the dog transmitter to narrow

band F.M. in the frequency range of 38 to 55 Mhz. An added advant-

age of this choice of receiving equipment is that with the use of the

directional antenna AT-399/PRC, the location of the dog may be track-

ed while the animal is out bf sight of the handler.

The transmitter is housed in a waterproof aluminum container

approximately 2. 5"x3"xV". The case is mounted to the bottco of a

leather dog collar, and the antenna is mounted on the top of the

collar. The weight of the transmitter keeps the antenna upright, and

*Source of supply: Granular carbon, size 80, grade I=.
National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corp.
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tIVA raage of transmission is aprximately 300 yards under dense

foliage conditions, better In less obstructed terrain.

The notion transducer vas initially mounted in the tranmitter

housing. The transmitter housing, transducer, collar, and antenna

formed an integral packae. It was found, hovever, that if the mo-

tion transducer were strapped directly on the foreleg of the dog,

much in the fashion of a wristwatch, the sigml received by the hand-

ler was much easier to interpret. This typee of mountIng is less

desirable mechanically, since a cable must be used to connect the

motion transducer to the transmitter housing. The cable, and the

motion transducer are subject to snagging in underbrush and may be

either damaged or lost. The increase in maintenance caused by the

exterior placement of the transducer is counter-balanced by an in-

crease in signal readability.

B. The substitution of praise for food reward.

As mentioned at the conclusion of Part 1 of this report, the

use of food reward has many procedural and logistical problems associa-

ted with it. In addition to these experiences, close advise and con-

sultation from the' 26th Scout Dog Platoon at Fort Benning, Georgia,

convinced the personnel directly sssociamed with the program that

praise from the handler as described in FM 20-20 (Military Dog Train-

ing and Employment) should be used instead of food reward. This change

in training procedure allowed several advantages:

-12- j



1) The dog need not be kept hungry and vulnerable to il

health.

2) No special equitcent is necessary to reward the dog during

field exercises.

3) Satiation is no longer a problem.

C. Selectica of subjects.

In the preliminary investigations of the problems suveral

canine breeds were used (see Appexdix A). Mlost promising of these

were the Labrador Retrievers and the German Shepards. For the develop-

ment of the final systen the German Shepard was selected for the follow-

ing reasons:

1) The Shepard shoved potential in the preliminary work.

2) Dogs found acceptable by the Arty were to be used; their

experienced judgment was with German Shepards.

3) The future possibility of integrating the system with

the training procedures of the Ary Scout Dog (all Shepards)

was a consideration.

D. Preliminar-f training.

Although a complete detailed description of the train proce-

dures is incorporated in the traiwing manual (Appendix B), it is necessary

-to review these procedures before presentation of the results of field

tests in Part III.

Following the procedures outlined in FM 20-20 a single handler

- -:3 -
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After 6 January, 1965 c=7 dogs aproved at Fort Benning in the proce-

dures used there to select dogs for scout dog training with the 26th

Scout Dog Platon vere used. On that date four dogs were received and

two of them vere placed in obedience training iediately.

Scu ccmands such as `S~ nd"a vere emphasized be-

cause of their need in the futre off-leash work. Scout dog training

was also begun in the first few veeks and ias also in accordance with

FM 20-20. In these procedures the dog is worked on a short leash

(6 foot) attached to a body harness. He is allowed to explore the trail

ahead ef the handler with his head up sampling the air. The cceand

given at the outset of the problem is "SEARW'. A characteristic be-

havior is noted when the dog contacts the odor of a man. This alert-

behavior varies with individual dogs but is usually a pulling on the

leash vith a perking up of the ears and hackles.

As the handler showed an awareness of his dog's characteris-

tic alert, the longer (25 foot) Scout dog leash was used to replace the

6 foot leash. When the handler detected the alert of the dog, the

ccmnand "STAY" would be given and the leash slackened. After a brief

interval (usually 30 vfc.) the dog was returned to the handler by a

whistle which at first needed to be given alternately with "CUE",

but later was a sufficient commnd in itself.

Off-leash field problems began subtely by the mere dropping of

the leash by the handler. The dog was allowed to proceed dragging

the leas4 and to alert on the decoy. At this point, the handler gave

IJ



the command "STAY" if the dog had not Spontaneously stopped. If the

dog had stopped, the handler merely waited 30 sec. and returned ihAi

dog by the whistle and praised him. On increasingly frequtnt occasions

the 25 foot leash was not attached to the harness stall beTore the

search problem began.

Thus, the daily training exercises began with the removal of

the choke collar used for discipline and the attachment of the body

harness. When the dog was expected to move ovut to a distan--e which

might keep the handler from seeing the typical stop-alert, the motion

transducer described above was also put on the dog. The dog moved out

C bhe command "SEARCH" and maintained a trail distance of about 200

yL.§s ahead of the handler.

- 15 -
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A. Dal training ex ercises,

When the dogs received from the 26th Scout Dog Platoon were

begun in field trials, a session summary sheet was constructed t-

collect all the information which was believed to be of value. Such

a summary sheet is presented in Table 1. The headed columns bear some

explanation.

Column 1 - Date, time in/cut.

All animals receive an hour and a half training each

zcrnLng and each afternoon. Soie variance is encount-

ered due to weather, etc., so a separate record is

needed.

Column 2 - Cum. Tot. Time.

Cummulative total time spent with the animal in train-

ing is, so far, our best predictor of the animal'sA

level of performance.

Column 3 - Discipl. Time.

Discipline time is spent with an emphasis on commands

given at a distance (stay, come, go, sit, etc.). Until

60 hours is logged in discipline time, no taill work is

attempted.

Column 4 - Worst Command.

This allows the Responsible Investigator an estimate

of the dog's performance level at a glance.

•!~- 17 -



II
Column 5 - No. of Trials.

Columns 5 through 19 refer to ÷ •il work. In this

case, "trials" mean number of reconnaissance problems

set up.

Column 6 - No. Persons v/Band.

The number of people moving with the handler is re-

corded here.

Column 7 - No. oe Decoys.

The number of persons concealed in ambush for each

problem is recorded here.

Column 8 - Who?

This information allows the Responsible Investigator

to insure that the dogs do not become dependent on

one or a few decoys.

Column 9 - Setter Seeker.

The use or non-use of radio equipment on the dog is re-

corded here.

Column 10 - Weather.

Column 1I - K Initial Dist, to Decoy.

Mean initial distance to the decoy refers to the dis-

tance frco the handler to the decoy when the dog is

sent out.

Column 12 - M Final Dist. to Decoy.

Mean final distance to decoy shows how much warning the

handler has received due to the system.

- 19 -



Colsmi 13 - 1-5 Concealment.

Degree of concealment is rated here (la standing at

the tide of the trail, 5N completely concealed in

full effort to remain undetected).

Column 14 - 9 Diet. Dog - Decoy.

The distance between the decoy and the dog at the time

of detection is recorded hbre.

Column 15 - Rate Coue Back 1-5-Bad.

The latency with which the animal returns on command

is rated here (imupon one short blast of the whistle

the dog came straight back on a dead run, 5= the dog

had to be called verbally).

Column 16 - Rate "Fooling" 1-5=Bad.

The general enthusiasm of the dog for the problem is

rated here (lcontinued to work steadily needed no

verbal ctemands, 5=dog continuously goofed off, needed

continual verbal discipline).

Column 17 - Stay Command.

At the first stages of trail work, the stay command is

given verbally by the handler when the decoy radios

that they have been detected. The gradual deletion of

this command is recorded here.

Column 18 - % of Time on Smell.

The dependence of the dog on olfactory cues is estimated

here,

- 20 -



Colmun 19- % of Time on Vision.

The dependence of the dog on visual cues is estimat-

ed here.

Columns 1-5 were used merely to indicate the progress that

was being made with an individual dog in regard to discipline, and

time spent in training. Columns 6-11 defined the nature of the field

reconnaissance problems being presented and Columns 12-19 character-

ized the dog's performance.

Suunmarized in Tables 2 and 3 are the data collected from

daily training exercises of Caesnr and Nero. These tables present

mean values for successive blocks of five problems.

For Nero, the average of Column 12 (final distance from hand-

ler to decoy) was 155 yards over May and June, while the average for

Colinn 14 (final distance from dog todecoy) is 49.3 yards# It is this

106 yards difference that is the advaggtae of the free-ranging re-

connaissance dog over the regu.ar-scout dog. Other important factors

in this table are that temperature and number of persons composing

the decoy are not factors. For example, under "warm" conditions

(80-850) Nero averaged 42 yards distance to decoy and under "hot" con-

ditions (above 850) he averaged 55 yards distance, If anything, he

was doing better in the hot weather. However, his general enthusiasm

was much worse which subtracts confidence from those using him in hot

weather.

- 21 -



nRE"O'S POMMMt01ntAC M I TWO M T G

DOG - NERO

r 0° - -

1 6 10 ________ 12______8

April 1 0 - , Cool 150 0 . 6 100

April 2 0 1. Cool 200 ------75 3 13 1 100

Aril• 5 0 1• Cool 160 25 4 12 100

April , 0 1 Cool 340 4 • ! i 6 100

Aril8 0 1 J. Cool 230 16 4 8 100

A__ •.. 0 1 Cool 1000 75 1 4 20 100

April 12 0 1 Cool 800 "70,. 350 100

April 13 0 1 Cool 150 -6 3 1 3 100

pril 13 0 1 Cool 189 18 3 _7 , 100

a&ril 16 0 1. Cool _ 50 75 4 50 100

April 18
- 20 0 1 Cool & 62 ,4 27 100

Atil.21 . 0 1* _ Cool -1750 80 4 40 100

A&ril 23 0 1 Warm 800 70 4 30 100

April 20 -

- 26 0 1 Warm 680 66 4 25 100
April 27 1 2 Warm 500 75 . 100

April 28 1
?2 1 2 2 Warm 8• 4 25 100
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DOG - OERO

z
o zo

I I i il

01 0 -

I. z I? -O ,, I)
.4 ,. 3 , a ~-. |

I I I

61 1 011 12 -- 1181
April 30 i•I

- May 3 , warm 68oj 77 4 27 100

ay 3 j
4 2 2 Warm 3o 75 5 25 100

Iay 14 0 1 Hot 12 69 6 100

1a 1 Ho 810 13 45 100

' I I
.ay 6 ..... o war s . ez:.o ,,100 0 o

- 10 0 i. Rain . ...31.1 ... 94 4 61 . lo0o ,

May 10 
1

-11 0 1 Hot 570 22 5 62 -00

- 12 0 w$1 300 Q 109 4 .T 100

- 13 2 1 Warm 360 77 4 38 I 100

-T o 0 1 1 Warm 810 120 5 68 100
f"ty 18

-19 0 1 ,Warm 34o . 4T 4 5 100

PUYI i9I _1_I
- 20 0 1 Warm 1 310 _70 5 100
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TABLE 2 - CONTlIUED

DOG -NEO

S-Z

May 20
- 21 -0 1, 1 Warm 17,5 -A 9 4• 50 100

1 _ , ii • •

May 21 1 _

- 24 0 1 1 Warm 215 86 4 341 100
.y. 24 0 Hot 250 -10 - 6- - -

May 251
-28 0 1 , w. 910 85 5 60ooo... 100

t k=v 28 0 1 j WarT. 280 1 54 43 100

31 0 1 1 Warm 260 118 ~ 834 100

- June. 1 0 Hot 620 _ 580 4 10 90

June 1
- 2 0 1 Hot 880 J700 5 10 ý-100

Jime 2_10
_3 .. - Rain 6 36,3 50 100

34
/-09 0 o wam 59. 560. 5 72 100

June 9 HatI-• 1O.0 1 . 1 . Damp 249 .9 12 2_ 22ý ,100

Ju. 10 Hot
-11 10 1 Dam ~ 136 102 5 ?2 1 100
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DOG - NMEO

I I;.o
0 -4 ~ '0

.. - R. R
~A I0CC 0

0

7 10 11 -2 1 3 1

June 11
- lh i 0 1 Hot 310 82 4 42 100

June 14
1 2 Warm 4QO 11, 14 43 100

June 17 0 P .ain 205 90 1 .4 42 ___00

June 17
- 20 0 1 1 Warm 325 77 4 18 100

une 20
- 21 0 1 Warm 227 66 37 100

June 21- 22 1o . 1 Warm 390 3 . 4 73 100

Jtune 22 J I
-24 8 10 Hot 5o 0116 1 5 4, 100



Number of persons composing the decoy (Column 7) was varied

between 1, 2, 39 4, and (seldom) 10. The trail block averages come

out to 1, 2 and 10. This does not seem to be a significant factor.

In about 10% of the problems the dog passes the decoy entirely and

gives no alert. These situations are usually where a wind bearing is

from the dog to the decoy. In May and June, Nero made 32 such errors.

Caesar made 21.

In the later work, length of problem (Column 11) and degree

of concealment (Column 13) were not signific&nt factors in predict-

ing success. Since by the judgement of the handler the animal seems

to work totally on smell (Column 18) visual concealment doesn't mean

anything.

For Caesar (Table 3), the mean final distance to the decoy is

150.2 yards for May and June while the mean distance from the dog to

the decoy at the time of the alert is 70.0 yards, Aesin, this 80 extra

yards of safety for the handler is the crucial difference between the

free-ranging and scout dog reconnaissance systems. Caesar was worked on

a leash extensively in early training and occasionally later on. These

30 problems with the leash in May (see Table 3) contribute to lcwering

the margin of safety expressed above as 80 yards. On these trials

Caesar provides only the protection of a scout dog. Two general con-

clusions are indicated by these tests.

1) The system may be worked with or without a leash.

2) The dog-decoy distance is not effected by the leash factor.
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IAB 3

CMVSARS PERPMANCE IN TWO MONHS TRAINI

DOG - CAESAR

-1 . 13 -14i .-18

April 2 (leash)
- 4 .22 , Cool 300, n.o1 2 ... _110_ 100

April 4 (leash)- 5 1 1 Cool. 300 ,i0 ,, 110 I00

April 5 (leash)--7 o 1 CoI - 600 4 3 . 45 00

April 7 (leash)- 9 0 -Cool 6-0 T5 2 7- 1OO

April 9 (leash)
-4'0 2 2 Cool 380 961 2 196 100

pril 10 (leash)

- 33 1 2 Cool 300 610 2 110 100

April 13 (leash)
0 o 1 Cool 45 0 1-10 2 100 0 "

kpril 15 (leash)
19 ___ 1 1 Cool 600 12 2 120 100

April 19 (leash)

-L 2 1 2 Cool 300 680 2 680 100

April 10 (leash)
-1; .- 4am -2 2 50 1100 110

- 0 0 1 .. .Coo1 310 310-0p-i . 15 . . .1 .. .•• ••O. . (leoah)

- 20 - Cool 120180 10



TABLE 3 -CONTINUIM

DOG - CESAR

S0-0 o
z 31

00--

1 - 7 10 f' 2 13 14

April 23 (leash)
1- L5_ 2 Warm 300 56 2 1006 1

April 25 (leash)

- 26 1 . Warm _360 10 3 150 100

rpril 26 ('eash)
-, 27 1 1 Warm 180 45 4 15 100

A~pril 27 (jeash)

29 1 1 Cool 360 60 1 60 .

April 29 (leash)

-30 1 1 Warm 460 . 2 .o 100
-o -.-.-..-.-

April 30
.Ma L 1._..2 Warm 310 168 4 30 100

May ~410
- 2 1 2 Hot 200 2. *? 100

06 o 2 Hot 240 81 60 1100

iay 6 (leash)
-10 0 2 Rain 160 40 o 4 4o 100
laBy 10 I
--13 1 Cool 210 122 5 62
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TABLE . CONTI1JED

DOG- CAESAR

z = o

0 0

0~ a0

- 14 1 Cool 340 165 5 100

May lb (leash)-17 0 1 Cool 320 69 5 _62 00

•ay 17
-18 0 o 1 Cool 88 174 5 72 100

V.ay lb (leash)
- _ _o 1 CWal 3m0 16o 5 * 165 100

y 21 (leash)
S23 0 1 Cool 660 232 100

S- 2, 0 1- Hot -- 66o 66 5 -66- _ 0o
.qay 25
- 26 0 1 Hot 630 69 1 42 100

Aay l27eab

- 28 1 1 mot 8605 1850 523 100

4ay 218lah

31 0 1 Hot 690 186 4 _1O 100

4ay 31-June 1 0 1 Cool 630 __ 90
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TABLE U - CONTINUED

DOG - CAESAR

z a0 0

0 1 4 o

0 ,0

____7 1o...._ 10 1 1 12 13_ 14 18

June 2.
- 4 0 1 Cool 555 1 63 5 36 100

June 4 0 1 Cool 810 342 4 84 100

June 7 1 1 Cool 510 186 5 153 100

June 9 0 1 1 Hot 62o 156 5 5o 100

,Tune 10 0 1 Warm 540 138 O4 i42 100

June 10
-11 .L __%m 87 1 4 ~ j100

June 11
-114 0 1 Wam 390 165 5 60 100

June 14

- 15 0 Warm 660 225 3 60 100

N7une 15 2 1 Cool 630 156 5 66 100

June 16 0 1 Cool 55 159 5 . 72 100

June 17 1 1 Rain 660 138 4 30 100

June 18 1 1 Cool 875 174 4 60 _ , 100
June 21 0 1 2 Hot 2. 390 72, ' 2 2 1 00
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TABLE 3 -CONTTINUE

DOG - CAESAR

0 z
-- -o io

10 11 12 14 1..o.9 0 -
o8 8

June 21 .0 2 Hot 6oo 186 4 66 l0oo- i•

!June 22 J0 '1 Hot 1000 150 .. 45 100
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B. Exercise for en invited audience.

On June 23 and 24, 1965 a demonstration was Iresented for ob-

servation and evaluation by officials of the Limited War Labmratory,

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, and other invited guests.

The two German Bhepards (Caesar and Nei ), each twenty four

months old, were the dogs used. Both had undergone approximately fi.ve

months of training under the direction of the Canine Behavior Laboratory.

The training had advanced the dogs through stages of traditional oýo\-

leash scouting to intermittent periods of in-range off-leash scouting

(allowing for close verbal control), to the ultimate stages of inde-

pendent isolated reconnaissance.

In order to reliably assess the overall potential of the pro-

gram in field use, an area at Fort Meade, Maryland, was usea and approxi-

mated as realistically as possible the conditions to which the dog

might be subjected if in operational use. The conditions included

well defined roadways, open field areas, and obscure pathways and trails

leading through dense underbrush in heavily forested areas.

Attending personnel were divided into the ambush and patrol.

To further facilitate an evaluation, observers occasionally joined the

ambush party. Members of the patrol included the predesignated patrol

leader, the handler and observers. The patrol leader determined the

route the patrol followed and the ambush was set up at a point along

that route unknown to the handler or the rest of the patrol. In most

situations the ambush was situated along side the route ten to thirty

yards from the trail spread out along twenty to ninety yards of the



1

route. The handler Informed the •-•_°_.r0 .... i. 11 t•i dog h1d given

an alert. This information was used for identifying the general area

of the ambush, and then the actual position of the ambush was noted.

In evaluating the validity of the alert given by the dog, all relative

information was compiled and assessed. Most important of these fact-

ors was the direction of the wind and the velocity of the wind measurea

in knots. Other data considered were the temperature, humidity, distance

from dog to ambush, density of vegetation, etc.

Each trial was prearranged to exploit the performance of the

dog under many diverse situations such as path junctions, inaminate

objects (motor vehicles, etc.), routes with almost no identifiable

course, and open fields.

Problems with the above situations are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Some explanation of the significance of each of these problems is

necessary:

1. Path junctions occurred along the routes in problems

4-6, Nero, and 2, 4, 5, Caesar.

2. In an attempt to test whether or not certain objects

along the route would elicit a response from the dog,

two problems wer3 arranged with the following conditions:

near the end of Problem 1 of Nero s performance, ruins

of an old house were present but produced no alert;

also, on Problem 4 of Caesar's performance an Army

vehicle situated to the right of the route elicited no

alert.
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3. In order to determine the necessity of having a natural

pathway for the dog to follow, Problem 6 - Nero, and

5 - Caesar, began with a clearly defined path vhich,

a&ter appr imately 400 yards, grew less discernable

due to a large overgrowth of foliage. Both dogs con-

tinued along the intended route with no indicated con-

fusion.

4. Problem 4, Caesar, the illustration indicates a problem

routed across an open field with the ambush party separa-

ted into two units. A first alert was given midway

across the field.

5. To tt b the reliability, of the handler's detection of

an alert on the sole basis of the tonal characteristics,

one trial was performed without an ambush (Problem 6,

Nero). However, a realistic evaluation of the situation

was hindered because a small encampment of soldiers,

unaware of the test, had provided a stimulus on which

the dog may have given these false alerts.

The significance of the humidity and temperature was evaluated.

The first day of the exercise, June 23, both dogs were tested with the

temperature ranging from 85-950 F. (Problems 1, 2, 3, 4 - Nero and

1, 2, 3 - Caesar). The utility of the dog seems to be significantly

limited under these temperature extremes. His performance and general

enthusiasm is markedly reduced; however, his response to an ambush
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seems to -ain efficie!.•z

Frotn thcine exercises at Fort Meade, the fo'loving considera-

tions were expressed by various persons involved in or observing the

performance of the canine reconnaissance syste=a:

1) The distance from the handler to the free-ranging dog is

the •rvucal advantage of the system over a regular scout

dog. It generally provides better protection and a longer

warning to the handler and the patrol. Also, when the

wind is bearing anywhere behind the patrol the free-

ranging dog may still give weaning, This distance must

be emphasized an increased.

2) The radio signal system must be more "readable". We

have discussed some of these measures. (Since remedied

by the anklet position of the motion transducer.)

C. The ten-a etest program.

Incorporating the results of the experience and discussion

of the exercise at Fort Meade, a ter-day test program vas initiated

in the final days of the contract. The purpose of this test was to

provide a final evaluation of the level of performance of the system

with the most relevant measures of the characteristics of the problem

recorded. Three dogs were used in these tests. Caesar and Nero were

the dogs used in the exercises described in the previous sections and,

the third dog, Slugger, was a fine scout dog trained by the 26th Scout
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Dog Platoon. The pwohe ol duog was to determine the

efficiency with which a Scoirt Dog could perform free-ranging recon-

naissance and to produce a comparison between scout and free-ranging

reconna.issance. He was, therefore, trained for four weeks using the

command "STAY" when the handler perceived the dog to be alerting.

During the ten-day test, this dog was worked both on and off-leash

(as was Nero) but always required to "STAY" on the alert.

Figure 4 illustrates Nero's performance during these test days.

The reader will note that on days 2 and 6 some trials were run "on-leash".

No significant change occurs under the circumstances as far as the warn-

ing the dog allows for himiself; however• the handler is at "?A" and not

removed to a Safer position as in other trials. The advantage of this

point are most dramatically illustrated on trial 1, day 1; trial 2,

day 2; trial 3, day 5 and trial 2, day 8. On these problems the dog has

entered or is beyond the ambush area before giving an alert. However,

since the dog is free-ranging ahead of the handler, the handler is

warned in time. These cheracteristics are moAt likely when there is

no wind or an unfavorable wind.

Caesar's performance (Fig. 5) illustrates similar phenomena

(see trial 2, day 1; trial 2, day 2; trial 2, day 6; trial i, day 7

and trial 1, day 8). The three longest trials for Caesar are well over

1,000 yards and this length is indicated by the broken line in those

cases. The reader will note that in these light wind conditions, the

i•; wind bearing does not always predict where the alert will be. Dis-

ruptions in the wind flow by terrain and foliage may account for aome

V of the discrepancy, but most of the scent born- to the dog is probably
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by general diffusion of it in the ambush area. The performn~ce of

Slugger (Fig. 6) was predcminately "on-leash" but the "stay-alert"

is used. The fact that Slugger never entered an ambush area during

the ten-day teut is impressive. This may be due to the close super-

vision from the closely following handler, or it may be that he is

just a better performer. In any case, the data suggest (as do those

of Nero) that the "stay,-elert" can be used with dogs working both

on and off-leash.

- 37 -
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PART IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNDATIONS.
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As has been indicate4 throughout this report, it is felt that

the data suggest that incorporti.n4  of uame of the techniques of the

free-ranging system into the procedures for scout dog training would

provide a greater warning and margin of safety for the foot patrol.

This margin becomes more and more evident as the wind conditions be-

come less favorable.

The tccompaying field manual (Appexdix B) has been forwarded

to the 26th Scout Dog Platoon as a suggestion which may be utilized

in their revision of the FM 20-20 now going on. This embraces the

exact recommendation of the author. That is, that these procedures

be viewed as an addiition to procedures now operational. The purpose

would be to allow the scout dog more flexibility on a greater variety

of military problems. Certainly the logistical problems indicated

by such a reconnaissance system are more than justified when effective

performance such as indicated in the Tables aed Figures of Part III

is p-ossible.

The system described in this report is 90% effective in pro-

viding adequate warning of the presence of enemy personnel so that the

patrol would be protected from an ambush consisting of small arms fire.

Its advantage over the present system is in protecting the operating

personnel by about 200 yards of trail length. The suggested addition

of personnel and equilaent (over that now used to operate the scout dog)

is merely the addition of the transmitter and motion transducer (see

Fig. 2) if standard Army radio communication equipment (38-55 Mhz) is

available. The additional training procedurer necessary (see Appendix
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B) are aescri•Ied In datwajl kizld add 2-4 weeks to the present Scout

Dog training schedule.

The limitations of the system are as experienced by the Scout

Dog system with a few exceptions:

1) Under heavy rain the return whistle cannot be heard

and the dog will not return frcm the alert.

2) When a trail or pathway is not available, the dog

must be worked on a leash. If he is not, his direction

of search may vary from the direction of the patrol.

3) In heavy vegetation the reliability of the transmitter

is limited to 250 yards. If the dog is in advance of

more than this distance at the time of the alert, the

aandl,! will not be aware of the alert until he has closed

to approximately that distance. However, he will be

aware of the possibility of an unknown alert since he

will be getting no tone (neither steady nor "broken")

from his receiver and will realize that he is out of range

of the dog's transmitter.

Further possible applications of the system have already been

suggested and it is the recommendation of the author that these be

further explored in discussion. These include uses of other alert

stimuli rather than personnel, such as fence breaks, wire conmunication

breaks and supply 4umps. However, when considering other possible alert

stimuli, the dog's visual limitations should be kept in mind (see page

5 and 6 of thio report). It may be true that a moving viaual stimulus

- I



may be more easily discriminated by the dog, but the evidence is no

more than heresay. In patrolling a fence for break* a dog could be

kept clooe to the fence line ant hi, vision would probably be adequate

its daylig1~t hows.

The most prcmising expansion of the use of the system vwold

be to train the alert to other alert stimuli uhich are still olfactor7

in nature* Human artifact when handled for extended periods by men

holds scent very well, especially if the material is porour such as

wooden crates. Therefore, the search problem of looking for caches

of weapons, ammunition or other supplies seems the most feasible. The

free-ranging dog would have an advantage over the leashed dog in that

the handler would not be required to cover all the area that the dog

would in his search. The disadvantage is in the extent of position

control which could be exercised over the dog. Attempts at position

control in the free-ranging system were eliminated by focusing the

efforts of this contract on problems with trails, paths or roads as

guides for the dog. However, as the 26th Scout Dog Platoon personnel have

pointed out, hand signals can be used effectively in positioning and

moving the dog. The evaluation of the difficulty of training such a

dog would need to be accomplished by those in the Army knowledgeable

of the need.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently a principal military use of dogs is to maintain security of fixed
installations. 1 In this situation the dogs work on a short leash, undor direct
verbal control of a handler. Dogs are selected for this use an the bais of their
aggressive tendencies. The functions of sentry dogs are to warn the handler of
intrusion and to counter attempted esccpe. Dogs used for reconnaissance, on
the other hand, should, ideally, be released to range freely, and should be
capable of functioning in perceptual isolation from the handler. When used in
this way a dog should also be capable of trunsmitting an alerting signal to its
handler. The stimulus that elicits the alerting signal must be a consistently
detectable component of the field situation. An assumption basic to the rationale of
the present study is that human beings are a constant component of the kind of
field situation that would be of primary tactical significance in potcntial opera-
tional applications. Other components of field situations may be variable or require
excessively precise discrimination for the purpose of this study.

The various tasks required of a dog on a reconnaissance mission can be defined
as follows:

A. Leave the handler on command, in a direction indicated upoi release;

B. Search for people, hidden and/or camouflaged in varying degree;

C. Signal when one or more people have been located;

D. Return to the handler.

It is assumed that the reconnaissance dog will operate with dismounted personnel.

The task sequence outlined above is complex. Analogous tasks, however, are
accomplished by several breeds of working dogs, particularly by hunting and herding
dogs. Admittedly, the functions of working dogs are different from those of a
reconnaissance dog. In all instances, however, working breeds have been developed
to perform functions of varying complexity at some distance frorA the handler on the
basis of simple auditory or visual cues. These often difficult tasks may be completed
out of sight of the handler.

The results obtained in the present study demonstrate the feasibility of using
dog, to reconnoiter in free ranging for the purpose of detecting people in hiding.
The training methods developed in this study are readily adaptable to the require-
ments for large-scale training procedures to produce reliable reconnaissance per-
formance in any desired number of dogs.



Behavioral analzis. Modem behavioral analysis provides a methodology
to achieve a hitherto utna ble degree of experimental control over an;nal
behavior in the laboratory." This methodology has been exploited to~produce

dramatic performance in many different species in applied situations.' The
methodology is often referred to as operant conditioning, or instrumenta! behavior
analysis.

Behavioral analysis deals with observable responses of an organism, the
effects of the responses on the environment, and the consequences to the orga-
nism of these environmental changes. The princinl datum of interest in the
application of operant conditioning techniques ;s the frequency of occurrence
of an acquired response, or of sequences of responses, as a function of (1) con-
sequences of the specified behavior, and (2) the stimulus conditions under which
the response is made.

Consequences of behavior. The consequences of behavior may occur
"naturally" in the environment, e.g., a d&N trailing a rabbit - catching and
eating the rabbit are terminal consequences of the tracking behavior. In the
laboratory the consequences of behavior may be explicitly programmed by an
experimenter and mediated by appropriate apparatus. Thus, for example, a
rat may be trained to operate a lever-action switch by the programmed delivery
of food pellets when a specified lever-operation requirement is met. The con-
sequences of behavior may be positive or negative.

Positive consequences, or reinforcements, increase the likelihood of further
occurrences of the preceding behaviors. In lay terms, reinforcing events are
called rewards. Negative consequences are those events which, when presented,
decrease the likelihood of occurrence of the preceding behaviors. These events
are called punishment in both technical and lay vocabularies.

Reinforcements are of two kinds, also termed positive and negative. Positive
reinforcementh are those cons3quences which enhance behavior when they are pre-
sented following the response. Thus, food, water, sex, money, praise, etc., are
examples of positive reinforcers. Reinforcing a response increases the number of
responses made in a given unit of time, or the response rate. Conversely, extinc-
tion, i.e., non-reinforcement of a response, tends to reduce the probability that
a response will occur. Negative reinforcements (not to be confused with negative
consequences) are those consequences which enhance behavior when they are
withdrawn following the response, for example, painful stimuli, verbal abuse, or
other stimuli associated with the absence of positive reinforcement.

2
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Aversive stimuli may be used to facilitate learning and performance in three

ways; (1) an animal is taught not to make an undesirable response by applying an
aversive stimulus after each occurrence of the unwanted response (punishment);
(2) an animal is taught to make a respons, by applying an aversive stimulus until
the desired response occurs (escape learning); (3) an animal is taught to make a
certai~n response under threat of receiving an aversive stimulus (avoidance learn-
ing). The difference between negative reinforcement and punishment is in the
function, not the kind of event. For example, pr'nful stimulation ;s a nogative
reinforcer when its removal is contingent upon the occurrence of a desired
response, and it is a punisF.-rnt when its presentation is contingent upon the
occurrence of the response. In general, I case, the response is
produced by the withdrawal of a stiniulus, whereas in positive roinforcement, a
response is produced by presentation of the stimulus.

The use of aversive stimuli can be very effective, but it may also produce
undesired side effects. In a complex situation, punishment for ir irrect responses
may suppress all responses. Negative consequences frequently tend to arouse
emotional responses (conditioned emotional responses) which are incompatible
with performance of a wide range of behaviors.

Stimulus control. Stimulus control is acquired through the differential
presentation of positive and negative consequences in the presence of previously
neutral (not specifically conditioned) stimuli. Initially the stimulus acquires
positive conditioned reinforcement properties by simultaneous presentation with
food or some other reinforcer or negative properties by pairing with a negative
reinforcement. The response, previously trained, can be brought under stimulus
control by reinforcing all appropriate activity during the period the stimulus is
presented. When the stimulus is withdrawn, the absence or a response, either
correct or incorrect, may be rewarded. Thus, an animal learns to respond when the
stimulus is presented and not to respond when the stimulus is withdrawn after a period
of training or experience in the training situation. When this occurs the response
is said to be under stimulus control. The subject has learned to differentiate
(discriminate) between the presence or the absence of the previously meaningless
stimulus, and to respond appropriately. This rationale was applied in the present
training situation. In accomplishing the reconnaissance function, the object of
the dogs' sea7ch muost be a stimulus that is sufficiently powerful to elicit the
required "information response" in the field.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Five pairs of normal male dogs were initially purchased. They were
Labrador Retrievers, German Shepherds, Beagles, Blue Tick Loon Hounds
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and mongrels (mixed breeds). Where possible, American Kennel Club registra-
tion was required to obtain genotypes as homogeneous as possible. Supply sources
for dogs and other materials used in this study are listed in Appendix C.

Labrador Retrievers are hunting or gun dogs, German Shepherds are herding
dogs and the Beagles and Coon Hounds are trailing or ground scenting dogs. The
mongrels were used to assay the effects of variable and largely unknown genetic
mixtures. The dogs purchased represent n small sample of animals available through
normal commercial channels. No attempt was made to select dogs on the basis of
any criteria other than breed, sex and age.

Young adults (one year of age) were necessary in order that the weight of
the equipment could be carried without undue discomfort. Previous history of
training was available only on the Retrievers. This training was in basic obedience
(come, sit, stay, heel) and rudimentary Retriever training (fetching a thrown cloth
dummy). Retained p.)rformance of these tasks at the laboratory was poor when tested.
This is not to say that the dogs had not learned the commands only that the commands
when given by a complete stranger elicited no response from the subjects. All other
dogs tested in a similar manner for possible training reacted in the same way to the
commonly used verbal commands. Typically, the response consisted of inattention
to the command. It was assumed that all of the dogs were essentially naive in the
laboratory setting.

The dogs were found healthy and were given routine prophylaxis ugainst
pneumonia and internal parasites. They were allowed to adjust to the new
situation and diet for one week prior to being placed in the training situation.

Housing for the animals was proviced by 50-gallon steel drums with one end
removed, mounted horizontally on a two-inch pipe sunk in the ground. The pipe
projected 18 inches to 2 feet above the ground. A 6-foot chain with a loop around
the pipe allowed the dogs a circular run of approximately 100 square feet. A can-
vas flap was fastened to the open end of the barrel.

The dogs were maintained on a commercial dog food (Purina) and a milk con-
centrate powder (Red Rose). This diet supplemented food received in tf.e training
situation.

Training apparatus

Command syste'. It is necessary t: cue or present stimuli to the dog to
indicate that haiange in behavior is required. Some means, therefore, of
reliably presenting a cue to the dog was needed. Since the subjects wuuld
ultimately be out of sight and hearing, a radio transmitter was selected that
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would enable the handler to broadcast several rudio signals. A dog-borne unit
was devised to receive and convert radio signals into audible cues (commands)
through a speaker. Because the dogs' unit must also transmit c signal to the
handler when the search object has been found, a dual transmitter and receiver
was provided. A complete description of the radio units is presented in Appendix
A.

Harness and pack. The dog-borne components of the radio system were
carried 9~y the dogs in a canvas saddle bag strapped to a harness which was secured
to the animals by buckles and straps.

Stimulus object. A wooden cube, one foot on a side, painted block, was
selected as the stimulus or search object. The box was tested for neutrality by
placing it in an open field and allowing the dogs to approach it in a free choice
situation. The dogs investigated the box, but the time spent near it was no more
and no less than time spent investigating other objects in the e nvironment. This
behavior strongly suggested that the box was free of positive or negative associ-
ations and that the dogs had no previous training with objects of similar physical
properties.

Human beings were not used as search objects early in the program because
of the conditioned reinforcement properties they have assumed in the dogs' history.

The box was, therefore, chosen as a reasomble stimulus which would serve
as the search object in the experimental training program. Later studies proved
that the transfer to the human figure presented no special problems.

Observation of the dogs' activity in the field suggested the large role
olfaction plays in locating an object. Characteristic odors appear to be relied
upon when vegetation and terrain complexities and distance preclude direct
observation and straight line approach to the object of search.

An arbitrary scent was added to the box to assist the dog in locating or
restricting his search to an area where the odor was most concentrated. Origi-
nally, oil of wintergreen was used to "label" the object, but use in the field
indicated that the potency or concentration of this scent was too quickly
dissipated. Oil of anise was substituted and found to be satisfactory - ade-
quate potency was maintained for a full two hours and a residual odor was de-
tectable at 2 feet for as long as 3 days.

Information response mechanism. The utility of a scout dog would be
increased if there were some reliable method of obtaining information from
the dog during ! eriods of visual and auditory contact loss. Previously men-
tioned has been the general task outi.me, and the use of radio transmitters to
broadcast information to and from the dog. Conceivably the dog could be
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trained to make a switch closure in proximity to the search object which would
activate the transmitter.

A number of devices were examined for possible use as a transmitter a•.i-
voting switch.

A review of various movements that a dog is capable of making was first
undertaken. These movements were evaluated with respect to their possible
utility in being adapted to operate a switch mechanism. The movements that
were evaluated included tail wagging, scratching with 4e rear limbs, head
turning or head lowering, pawing with the forelimb, biting, pushing with the
nose, barking and sitting motionless. The premise was that any of these move-
ments could be used, with a suitable intervening mechanical or electrical
device, to activate the transmitter.

There were limitations placed upon the re:ponse chosen. First, it had to
be sufficiently general so that any dog chosen was capable of initiating and
completing the act with sufficient force to be ultimately converted by the
transmitter into a detectable signal.

Second, the response could not occur with a significant probability prior
to training. It had to be sufficiently unique so that when the signal was received
by the handler there would be a high degree of assurance that this was not
accidental. Sitting motionless and tail wagging are examples of responses which
could occur in the field under a variety of conditions. These would give false
positive reports and, therefore, could not be utilized.

Switch mechanisms. The chokce of dog signal relay system (radio trans-
mission) required an electrical change of sufficient strength to be converted to
a transmittable signal. The signal could be generated by the response aciing
directly on electrical contacts or initiated by an intervening mechanical device.

A review of possible switch mechanisms inciuded push buttons, lever
action microswitches, accelerometers (steel ball failing in a viscous fluid)
mercury switch, magnetic reed switches, carbon granules (compression causing
decreased resistance), metal plate contact and stable oscillation interruption.

The mechanism chosen had to be waterproof, and it could not fail because
of mechanical jamming by vegetaticon. Small size was desirable to preclude
snagging, and preferably the switch would be easy to attach and remove from
the dogs.

6
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The location of the switch on the animal would be determined by the
response chosen. The switch had to be adaptable to the part of the anatomy
used by the dnima! to make the response. The switch could not be mounted
on the animal in a way that would be in any way detrimenial to the animal's
locomotion.

Bite response. A bite response was chosei for its low probability of
occurrence in the field, high degree of generaiity in all dogs and a dogs'
ability to teach the greatest portion of its anatomy with its mouth. The switch
was a camera shutter release bulb driviog a plunger which closed a microswitch.
The pressure required to activate the plunger-microswitch device was four
ounces. The bulb-plunger-microswitch apparatus was originally located in the
flank region. The bulb bite respcme, the bulb switch mechanism and the lo-
cation of the switch were changed during the training period when difficulties
arose. These will be discuss,%.d under Training Methods.

Training Methods

The methodology of modern behavioral science has been discussed. The
techniques require the use of a reward or reinorcement presentation following
ecch desired response. Throughout the training period food was used as the
primary reinforcer. Two factors affected the level of motivation in the training
sessiorn. The primary factor was the number of hours of food deprivation. The
second factor was change in the character of the reinforcer. This was most
obvious when a change was made from dried food to a canned preparation.

Food deprivation. The original deprivation schedule used was based on
80% of ad libitum weight. This proved too stringent for animals housed out-
doors and one animal died from complications believed to be associated with
this amount of weight loss. The problem of sufficient motivation was cconpro-
mised by the general state of health of the animal. Shorter sessions (fewer
trials per day) were accepted in order that adequate levels of nutrition could
be maintained. Twenty-four hours of food deprivation were insufficient to
develop a satisfactory levei of motivation, though a short (5 - 10 trial) session
could be obtained. Thirty-six to forty-eight hours generally permitted a suf-
ficient number of trials (20 - 30). Allowing the dog to work to satiation in
this period resulted in lowered performance on the next day, but a return to
high performance the second day. This level of deprivation was adequate for
most situations, but occasional periods as long as 96 hours were necessary to
correct a persistant fault or to train a difficult task. It should be emphasized
that this level of deprivation (approximately 48 hours) is necesary only during
the introduction and early repetition of n new task. Once the task is learned,
24 hours deprivation gave adequate performance.
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A number of different foods were tested for their vn!le rw P. a -.
Gainsburger, canned mackeral, raw hamburger, canned horse meat, cooked
liver, milk and Gaines Meal were used at various times during the training
period. The most conmistently reinforcing food was the conned horse meat,
Gainsburgers were al most as palatable and had the additional advan~oge of.
being lees trouble to dispense. All other food showed some novel effect but
then decreased in strength. The results of quantitative changes in reward
were inconclusive. In general the reinforcements were kept small in size
(2 - 4 oz.) in order to maximize the number of trials per session.

Obedience training. Traditional methods of dog training were used to
establish. oedience. Simple verbal commands such as sit, heel, come, stay,
were taught to four of the dogs. Training was accomplished by means of a
choke collar. Failure to respond or an improper response was followed by a
sharp tug on the leash (punishment, and later, avoidance); correct responding
was rewarded by petting and vocal expressions of encouragement.

Verbal control was obtained over four of the dogs to some degree. The
verbal contro; was of some use in the training procedure. Frequently this use
was a convenience; e.g., sit and stay command given prior to buckling on the
harness or heel command when taking the subject to and from the kennel to the
training area. The command "come" was paired (simultaneous presentation) with

the return tone in one phase of the training. The return tone gradually replaced
the verbal command "come" by the process of pairing and incremental decrease
in the loudness of the spoken word "come" (fading).

Retriever training. Retriever tra;ning is an extension of obedience
training. Auditory and visual cue control become established over increased
distances. The dog learns to complete increasingly complex tasks over dis-
tances of 100 yards or more. Behavior is maintained through a system of posi-
tively associated words (good dog, etc.) and negatively associated words (no,
bad dog, etc.) and punishment. The main task, retrieving a thrown canvas boat
fender, is made increasingly difficult until hand signals and a series of whistles
are required to convey information to the dog over long distances. Starting,
stopping, and left and right directions are given by these methods to confine
the dogs search to a small area near the dummy.

Directional control is achieved eventually by arranging the training
situation into easily completed tasks with an arn signal to indicate the bearing
to the dub.my. The dog will learn to take a straight line to considerable dis-
tances and with practice circumnavigate obstacles in the terrain and resume the
I;ne on the other side.
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II

Reconnaissance Training. The critical difference between the retriever
task and the proposed reconnaissance dog task is that the handler has fore-
knowledge of the location of the search object in the retriever task. Origi-
nally, it was thought desirable to have strict directional control over the dog
to place him accurately in an area of possible stimulus concealment. Tests of
the hqndler's ability accurately to predict the location of the search object in
a linmited environment (a one acre enclosure), however, gave results that were
no better than could have been achieved by random searching. On the other
hand, it is recognized that in other field situations there may well occur
terrain features that would represent preferential sites for concealment of
people, and that these might be identified by experienced personnel.

After consideration of the various factors involved in this problem, it
was decided not to attempt to develop strict placement control of the dogs,
at least in the original program. If it is assumed that the handler cannot
reliably predict the most probable location of hidden people in a field situ-
ation (and if he could there might be no requirement for dogsl), then it is
completely valid to attempt to establish a generalized search pattern. This
could mean, in effect, that the dogs are allowed to establish their own
patterns, once they learn what they are supposed to do when relec.'ed. In
practice, the dogs readily developed a "casting" technique, in which they
searched back and forth along a swath of varying width and length.

The various stages in reconnaissance training was described below.

a. Release and return. The first phase of training was to arrange
a situation which would encourage the dog to leave the handler and travel
some arbitrary distance from the trainer and return under tonal control. This
series of experiments explored the possibility of controlling the direction and
distance of a dog's running, fulfilling the first and fourth components of the
complete task.

The dog was familiarized with the availability of food at a
mechanical feeder by allowing him to eat at the site several times. The sound
of a tone at the same time or briefly before food was made available at the
feeder, conditioned the dog to go to the feeder at the onset of the tone. Later,
when the dog is out in the field this tone will cue him to return to the base
because his previous experience in the presence of this tone means a reward is
available.

A steel wire was strung between two trees, about 50 feet apart, and
5 feet above the ground. The magazine and food pan were located at one end
of the wire and the dog's leash was loosely connected to the wire. Excursion
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along the length of the wire was allowed, but laterai deviations were Jimited by
the leash. A tone was initiated and any movement away from the handler or boae
caused the onset of a different tone which was associated by previous magazine
training with food. The distance traveled on the wire was gradually increased
until full length excursion of the wire was 'chieved. Four dogs were subjected
to this procedure and all showed difficulty in learning the task. Only one dog
of the four tested gained sufficient Ievel of performance to be released from the
wire. An attempt was made to correct errors of premature returning by the use
of a shock collar in this phase of training. The side effects of punishment be-
came apparent in three dogs subjected to shock, taking the form of cowering or
violent attempts to escape.

An alternative procedure was next followed. Four dogs were trained
to pick up and then retrieve a thrown object, returning it to the handler. When
this was well learned the box was substituted for the thrown object and by appro-
priate pairing, tones tere introduced to replace the hand and whistle signals
used initially. This method was effective in teaching or inducing the subjects
to approach the box. The time necessary to teach first the retriever task and
then the transfer to the box, made this training method excessively long.

A third technique proved more successful. Dogs were trained to
approach the box (search object) by baiting it with small portions of food. Two
tones were broadcast: the first while the dogs approached the box and the second
after the dogs had reached the box. The second tone was the one previously
taught during food magazine training and hence it came to function as a return
signal.

The initial distances to the box were short (3 - 6 feet). The box
was gradually moved further away and the baiting was decreased in frequency.
Distances of 60 yards were achieved with this method and searching behavior
was evident when the box was hidden. The direct box training with intermit-
tent baiting as the performance improved, appeared to be the fastest and most
reliable method of training the animal to seek out the box.

b. Information Moe. The general problem of selecting an information
response hasben discussed. A pneumatic camera shutter release mechanism
driving a microswitch was developed for use in the field. A series of training
procedures to teach not only responding but responding In the presence of the search
object was devised, The previous training experience was used as c foundOation for
more complex behavior wherever possible.

A number of techniques were tried and discarded in an attempt to
trait and maintain bulb biting behavior. Six techniques were tried; retriever
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training, elusion or teasing, restraining box, direct shapings plastic squeeze

toy, and a mirk-sooked sponge containing electrodes. All these methods
were used to iMduce biting on object with sufficient presure to close the micro-
switch. The pressure required to close the microswitch was 4 ounces. Consis-
tent closure was ach.ieved ii only 3 of 10 dogs after training periods up to 3
months. An additioncI difiiculty with the bite response was that the distance
to the box became a critical factor in the emission of the bulb bite; i.e., the
greater the distance to the box, the lower the proboblity of the responie
occurring.

As an alteinrtive to the bite response, the microswitch cloure
mechanism was modified to function upon pulling a flexible wire attachment.
Although the two responses are similar, the pull response proved easier to
train, and much easier to maintain. The dog grasps a small polyurethane
sponge mounted on the end of the flexible wire and pulls. For training pur-
poses the switch closure activated a horn to signal switch functioning.
Initially the response mechanism was mourAed on a portable platform. Later
it was moved to ihe harness. Seven dogs learned the pull response and trans-
ferred to the harness witho.ut difficulty. Transfer to the harness was assisted
by tying the sponge on a string wkich hung 4 - 6 inches below the harness.
Graded shorter'ng of the string during the session brought the sponge to its
final position at the shoulder.

c. Se uential performonce. The goal of this phase of training
was t,, establish appropae sequential chain of behavior incorporating
in the proper order, searching, perfonning information response upon loca-
tion of e-arch stimulus, oan returning to starting point.

Two dogs were trainrd at the kennel site to perform the informa-
tion ,tsponse in the presence of a tore. Responses emitted when hSe tone
was off were not reworded. Soon the o.ner of a tone would elicit an im-
mediate response, whereupon a second tone would be turned on and the
dog was fed. A box was introduced and tf e dogs were allowed to approach
and when within 2 - 3 feet of the box the fint tone was turned on, respond-
ing occurred and was properly reinforced. Leaving the box without respond.-
ing caused the tone to be dbcrntinued and no reward was given. The subjects
learned to approach the box, and later a humqn, in order to turn on the first
or response tone. Ev.-ntuolly, as the experience with the procedure developed,
the firPt tone onset was delayed and responding occurred spontaneously with
the approach to the search object. This alteration occurred smoothly so that
by the flme the subject was beyond sight of the handler the proximity tone
was unnecessary.
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A later modification of this procedure pfoved highly effective in estab-
fishing severml components of the task in the correct sequence. In this "alter-
nation procedure", the previously learned pull remvone is encouraged at both
the box and food pan, which, initially ore ;n -loe proximity but separated by
a baffle. At first, rewards are given at both tO box and the pan, so, in effect,
there ore no incorrect respoes. Pan responses are gradually extinguished util
only responses at the bo remain. No negative or aerysive stimuli ore used in
this procedure, As training progresses, the box is removed further from the
star-ing point and the baffle is faded out.

The baic components of the task my be learned in a relatively short
time, but the performance frequently is marred by slow running speed, long
pauses prinr to responding after locatlrng the search object, and occasional
returning without respooding after sighting the box. Three maeipulations were
of value in correcting errors of this type.

(1) SceduliN. The subjects were required to repeat the tak
st'eral times (as hiogh as 8)prior to being rewarded once. The variable interval
of reinforcement tended to sustain high levels of performance; the effect of
practice (repetition) is also beneficial in +Is schedule. There was a marked
ir-crease in running speed and a decrease in both errors and latencies (time
spent near tWe search object prior to responding), Higher schedules began to
eiicit the characteristic pause prior to storting the chain, such v; is seen in the
laboratory. This was particulady true when the distance to the search object
was 100 yards or greater.

(2) Irter-trial interval. A completed correct trial was the
occasion to detain the dog for one mieute prior to initiating the next trial.
This pause had some affect on the speed in searching for the bmx. Aside from
spacing the reward interval, there was a definite increize in anxirty mani-
fested by tugging at the leash, whin.-ming, an scanting movements of the eaod°
Resea of the individual in this state revealed good running speed to the object.

(3) Time--out erod, This was used on some individuals as punrish-
mernt for consistent errors, generally of a distractive nature. The arimal wva
restroined on a short leash in the area the error occurred and left alone for intervals
of five minutes or longer. Arndety was marifested by barking and leaping, and
once released, the performance was improved in the ensuing tials. This beneficial
effect was not constant throughout the session, nor was it consistent with lll dogs
(more effective with socially dependent dogs) but it did allow mild negative con-
tingencies to be placed on unwanted behavior.

d. Searchin9 for hymns. Human beirs were introduced into the training
program' by each of two metha-. Both methods appeared equally effective.
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(the subject would pass closo to the box and would find it on the down wind
side). Sustained searching for as long as fifteen minutes was frequently
observed; longer intervals we-re generally interrupted by the dog returning close
enough to establish visual contact with the handler and then returning to search
the area again. The search pattern was characterized by a casting left and
right qf the bearing originally given. The widest sweeps occurred at the farthest
distance away from the handler. Sustained search with back-and-forth casting
were more frequently observed when the box, rather than a human, was used as
the search object. The human, by virtue of its size, was more difficult to con-
ceal in the terrain that was utilized in the early tests. Attompts were made to
confuse the dogs by placing the box 3 to 4 feet above ground level. In each
case the box was located without difficulty, and the correct response was made.

Breed differences. The methods used proved to be most effective in train-
ing the Labrador Retrievers and the German Shepherds. The hound group proved
to be less amenable to the training methods used. There was sufficient variation
between individuals in this small sample to make no clear-cut distinction possible
between the Retrievers and the Shepherds. The best dog, based on all-around
performance, was a Labrador Retriever. On the other hand, this dog took slightly
longer to train to a given task and was more handler dependent than the Shepherds.

Weather. The final task was not completely trained until early summer.
The training of component parts of the task had occurred throughout the year. In
that period training in rain, high wind, and snow storms gave some indication of
performance under adverse conditions. The mast consistently detrimental weather
conditions were high temperature and hcmidity. Temperatures over 85 degrees
had a decidedly adverse effect on the dogs' activity. Appetites were depressed
and all subjects tended to seek cooler shelter after short working sessions. There
was some slight indication of acclimatization, but this did not make up for the
original decrement.

Distractions. During training sessions helicopters frequently flaw overhead
and trains passcd on nearby tracks. At no time did these sounds interrupt the
training or appear to frighten the dogs. These and other potentially distractive
occurrences were well tolerated, probably as a function of habituation.

Phfiologicai telemetry. The possibility that a dog might be killed or
otherwise incapacitated while performing a search was considered. A review of
physiological functions that could be telemetered to provide continuous moni-
toring capabi!ity was undertaken. The results of this review are presented in
Appendix B.
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Brain stimulation. Two animals were prepared surgically to receive brain
.Ora as a iInfoirneFani. One or ibe animais had been trained originally

with food as the reinforcement and the other was naive. Aside from the technical
difficulties involved with leads, correct placement of electrodes and wound manage-
ment, this method shows some promise s a method of quickly training the subject.

IV. SUMMARY

1. The use of dogs to search )n area and to initiate a warning radio-
transmitted signal when a human ,s present in the area of search is feasible
judging by the performance of dogs trained in a model field situation.

2. Radio equpoment to receive and transmit the required information can
be developed from commercially available components.

3. A training rmthod utilizing contemporary techniques of behavior
conditioning and contol wos developed.

4. The training method that was developed can be readily adapted for use
with large numbers of candidate dos.

5. A physiological telemetry system to telemeter heart beat was explored
and found to be fcasible as a method of monitoring the physiological integrty of
dogs while searching (see Appendix B).
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V. H.F. Radio Command System

I. INTRODUCTION
"Paragraph 19.31 of Section 19, Rules and Re ulation, Vol. 6, Februari

1962, Federal Communications Commissioniprovides the following frequency
allocations for "the control of remote objects or devices by radio, or for the
remote actuation of devices which are used solely as a means of attracting
attention":

26.995 Mc/s
27.045 Mc/s
27.095 Mc/s
27.145 Mc/s
27.195 Mc/s
27.225 Mc/s

To simplify equipment licensing, all transmitters were purchased .,:,-.-,•.ercially.
Transmitters purchased appeared on the F.C.C. list of type-approved trans-
mutters as provided for by Paragraph 19.43 of Rules and Regulations. No modi-
fications to the transmitters were made which would violate or nullify the
acceptance of the 4ransr..tters by the Federal Communications Commission.

Transmitters were modified model aircraft radio control systems manu-
factured by Citizen-Ship Radio Corp., Indianapolis, Indiana. The purchased
systems were transistorized, lightweight and fully compatible with the other
modules comprising the command radio system.

II. BASE STATION

The purpose of the base station is to generate and transmit all information
to the animal, and to receive and process all information transmitted from the
animal.

Although referred to here as a base station, the unit is actually portable,
and, including all batteries, has a ;otal weight of 10 pounds. The portability
and freedom from external power sources allows the base station to be transported
to any remote testing area and quickly set up near the handler.
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"L. L.•.... station is d A a'nn +iw snaratte abinets. One cabinet

houses all equipment necessary for transmission of information to the animal.
The other cabinet contains all equipment necessary to receive signals trans-
mitted from the animal.

The antenna system is a telescopic vertical whip integral with each
case. No other external antennas are required.

Two separate cases were used so that with i• physical separation of
approximately fifteen feet, simultaneous transmission and receptions could
be used with a minimum of inter-channel interference.

In future base stations, greater frequency separation between trans-
mitting and receiving channels would eliminate the necessity for two separate
cabinets.

Base Station Transmitter.

Power: 100 milliwatts.

Modulation: emitter injected Amplitude modulation.

Frequency: crystal controlled 27.195 Mc/s.

Command Channels: ten stable sine wave frequencies from 200 to 2,000 cps.

Keying: continuous carrier. Keyed command tones, relay operated.

Controls: hand held switch box; 15' cable to transmitter.

Command Channels:

Group A: 9 distinct audio stimuli using 3 basic tones (on dog) in
time pulsed combinations.

Group B: Operation of devices in remote harness.

1) two channels used for a bistable relay circuit (no longer used).

2) one channel - to actuate Brain Stimulator.

Group C: Four channels - unu.-.d spares.
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S -- $rcrion Receiver. .

The base station receiver is a crystal controlled (27.095 Mc/sec) super-
hetrodyne receiver mounted in a portable cabinet with integral power supply and
ontenna system. The received signals are presented audibly through a 4" loud-
speaker mounted in the cabinet. No attempt was made to use decoding circuits
in the'base station receiver to eliminate spurious reception since the received
signal was easily distinguishable from background noise and extraneous trans-
missions. It is recommended, however, to include decoding circuits in suc-
ceeding equipment so that a light or other display device (tone, buzzer, etc.)
will be actuated when the animal has responded in the field. This modification
would serve two purposes:

I) elimination of possible operator distraction by receiver back-
ground noise, and

2) would allow other infomiation, i.e., physiological data, to be
multiplexed with the response information and processed internally, without
the operator having to discriminate between the normal and the multiplexed

signals.

Power supply: self-contuined rechargeable batteries.

Ill. ANIMAL MOUNTED APPARATUS

The function of the animal mounted equipment pack is 1) to provide
auditory stimuli for the guidance of the animal, and 2) to transmit a signal to
the base station when actuated by the dog. It is also capable of providing pulses
for brain stimulating electrodes.

Limitations.

There are several equipment limitations unique to the application of
radio apparatus mounted on a f.me ranging animal.

1) Size and weight must be tailored to the dimensions of the animal.
Even more important, the weight must be distributed in such a manner as to
prevent shifting of the harness from side to side.

2) Power supplies must be lightweight and still have a long operating
life between batter/ charges or battery replacement.
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3) Severe mechanical and environmental stresses must not affect
the operation of the equipment. A running dog cnn produce a high level of
mechanical stress on the radio gear. Space and weight limitations do not allcw
the use of shock mounting for critical components as is standard in vehicular
equipment.

4) The equipment must continue to operate under severe environ-
mental conditions, such as the dog running through water and mud, rain and
snow falling on the equipment, etc.

5) Physical limitations prevent the use of highly efficient or large
antenna systems. Establishing reliable communications paths becomes a major
factor in the overall efficiency of the communication system.

The equipment in use now has been able to withstand the environ-
mental and mechanical stresses mentioned above and is functioning satisfactorily.

Interference.

Normal field application of portable receivers does not require as strict
control over vqlume consistency and intercommand silencing as Joes trans-
mission of audi•fstimuli to an animal subject. The radio frequency spectrum
near 27 Mc/s is densely populated with spurious transmission. To eliminate
variations in audible stimulus volume, the auditory stimuli are generated with-
in the animal-carried equipment, and the radio is used only to turn the audio
tones on and off.

An additional advantage that is gcined from the use of internally genera-
ted tones, is that the radio receiving apparatus may be used to actuate other
equipment in the animal pack, such as a brain stin, ulator, transmitter tester,
etc. In operation, the loudspeaker contaibed in the animal harness remains
completely silent, exceptwhen the command signal is given. A stimulus tone
is then heard at a constant pre-set volume.

A block diagram of the animal mounted system is shown in Figure 1.

Command Receiver.

Frequency of operation: crystal controlled, 27. 195 Mc/sec.

Type of receiver: superhetrodyne.
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Decoding system: 10 channel nreant reed decoder followed by solid
state pulse integrators and trigger circuitry to convert reed pulset into D.C.
levels suitable for Internal functiom.

Audio stimulus tones (arbitrarily chosen):

tone A 750 c.p.s. (low distortion sine wave)

tone B 2,000 c.p.s.

tone C = 3,200 c.p.s.

Audio output: maximum 1 watt with master volume control and individual
tone volume controls.

Power supply: internal rechargeable or conventional dry battery (Le'clanche).

Transmitter.

Frequency: crystal controlled, 27.095 Mc/s

Output power: 100 milliwatts.

Modulation: amplitude modulated C.W. (continuous wave) corrIer.
Modulation frequency 1600 c. p. s.

Keying: carrier of modulation off. Response turns on carrier and modulation
for the duration of the response.

Response feedback: transmitter modulation is fed to audio system in harness
to indicate satisfactory actuation of response mechanism.

Remote relay: the remote relay allows the base station to disconnect the
response feedback loop as was called for in an earlier training procedure. This
segment of the equipment is no longer used due to a change in training methods.

Packaging.

Plug-in modular techniques are used for all eiements of the animal mounted
system. The modules and wiring harness are contained in a canvas saddlebag
mounted on the leather dog harness. Any element may be quickly removed for
repairs or replacement. Overall weight of harness and equipment is approximately
two pounds.
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Weatherproofing.

The ani•an mounted system is capable of operating in min or snow.
Dit and mud do not affect performance. The unit can withstand total
immersion in water for short periods of time. The system will function when
wet so long as the antenna system is not underwater.

Operational range.

Nominal 300 yards maximum 500 yards.
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U
lysiological Telemetry Studies

I. INTRODUCTION

An investigation was mdae of the feasibility of equipping a dog with
physiological detection apparahts (in this case to detect hearbeat: cardlo-
tachometer), and transmitting the signal to a base station. Such information
enables the operator quickly and accurately to determine whether his animal
is alive and within the range of the transmitter-receiver system,

Several key factors serve as contraints in the design of a practical
system:

The dog-carried apparatus must:

a. be lightweight

b. be small

c, be suitable for field use

d. have low power requirements

e. be an integral part of other apparatus on the dog both
physically and electrically.

The receiving station can be one of three types:

a. A self-contained, hand held (or pack-mounted) portable
recevinrg station which gives the operator minimal information, i.e., heart-
beat is or is not being detected. The readout for this system would consist
of either a tone or a light which is energized when a heartbeat is no longer
detected.

b. A semi-portable receiving station which is placed in a jeep
or other vehicle generating its own power and capable of carrying moderately
heavy equipment. The quantitative and qualitative information displayed in
this system is greater than that in a. Readout would be provided either by a
portable oscilloscope, on which the heartbeat could be observed, or a speaker
system with which the heartbeat signal could be audibly monitored.
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c. A stationary receiving unit allows an even bo!te" ,f-!c'.,n
WA •ton. Readout is essentially the sme as in b. It should be

noted, however, that this is esmentially a labo"to setup and is not suitoe for
field me.

A block diogram of the physiological telemetry system is shown in
Figure 2.

The two electrodes aor placed on the dog's chest. The weak signal
which is detected must be amplified before being tuarnitted. At the receiving
station the signal is further amplified and presented to the operetor in either
audio or visual form.

II. METHODS

Electrodes and Leads.

Two commercial electrodes were employed. They are 1/2 inch in diameter
and slightly concave. When the concave surface is placed against the bare skin
in the .nanner described below, a relatively noise-free signal (heart muscle potential)
is obtained.

It should be mentioned at this point that the conventional procedure for
detecting heartbeat waveforms involves the use of electrode paste to improve
contact with the skin surface. In our experience with this transrnitter, only a
slight improvement in signal-to-noise ratio was obtained with the use of elec-
trode paste when the electrodes were placed according to the technique described
in the subsequent paragraphs. This improvement in signal-to-noise ratio occurs
as a reduction in artifact pickup rather than as an increase in signal strength.
Without the use of electrode paste the only preliminary operation necessary is
shaving and cleaning of the skin.

The electrodes can be attached to a snuggly fitting leather hanes. The
electrodes project 1/2 in. above the imide surfcxe of the harness, thus insuring
smooth, firm contact with the skin.

Satisfactory results were obtained with the electrodes placed on the right
side, two inches apart (center to center), with the most ventral electrode positioned
approximately 2 inches from the sternum. Anterior-posterior axial position is at the
4th or 5th intercostal space in tha lower 1/3 of the thorax.
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L.euu3 urt crimped to the eiectrodes and follow thf- shortest path to the
transmitter. They are kept as close together as possible to minimize extraneous
noise pickup. This is most effectively accomplished by twisting the two leads
together.

•Braide. and tinned copper shielding serves adequately as lead wire since

it resists breaking when flexed. Soldered joints at the electrodes should be
avoided as they cannot take the stresses to which they will necessarily be
subjected. Solid wire should be explicitly avoided.

Amplifier - Transmitter.

The amplifier transmitter package is manufactured by Epsco, Inc., as
Bicom System Model 124A Amplifier Transmitter. This unit is primarly
intended for use with confined subjects. The use of an internal antenna and
very low transmission power allows excellent reception up'to 50 feet, but the
system becomes unreliable at distances greater than 200 feet. The system was
chosen for the present investigation because it is commercially available.
Systems have been designed fcr free range biotelemetry. Such systems, how-
ever, are available only a; laboratory models, and, to date, are not stock
commercial items.

The Epsco unit has tP.e following features:

a. Small size - (2.6" x 2.3" x 1")

b. Lightweight - (5 oz.)

c. The use of F.M. transmission to minimize external noise interference.

d. The transmitter is tuneaUe through the commercial F.M. broadcast
band (88-108 Mc). This enables the transmission frequency to be located away
from any particular commercial F.M. station and still be tuned in by a commercial
F.M. receiver.

e. The trar•sitter -init is sensitive to chang;e in distance from the
animal's body. Any chang in this distance causes a slight corresponding shift
in transmission frequency which is observable on an oscilloscope as vertical
disolacemient uoo• o a.orizontal center line. When the dog pants, his pack,

and hence, the transmitter, follows the chest excursions. In the present experi-

ments, an c~iserver was able to distinguish between stationary panting and running

artifact. Running produces an irregular frequency shiift, while panting tends to be
observed as a periodit., almost sinusoidal, vertical displacement about a center
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frequency. The overall effect is to emphasize the existing respiration infor-
mation. Let it be noted, however, that the ability to detect small changes
in frequency is due to the fact that the trarsmitter delivers a very weak sig-
nal (about 10 milliwatts). If the transmitter power were incrmed much
beyond its present level, the receiver would not be able to detect small
transmission frequency changes, and the net effect would be a slight reduction
in available respiratory information. Recordings that were obtained indicate

that there is little or no difference between the respiratory information available
through a direct connection between the electrodes and the recorder, and an
indirect connection (via the transmitter). In the latter case, the transmitter and
receiver were in close proximity to each other. If the dog were sent into the
field (transmitter-receiver distance increased) with the transmitter attached
loosely to his pack, the respiratory information available would be slightly
greater than if the transmitter were rigidly attached.

Antenna - Receiver.

The antenna system consists of a single, folded dipole, curved on each
end to reduce directional effects. It is the type normally employed for F.M.
broadcast and television reception. Due to the low power of the transmitter,
the receiver antenna is placed 50 feet above the ground.

The receiver is part of the Biocom system. It is a modified standard
F.M. tuner. The difference between the Biocom unit and any standard tuner
lies in the fact that the modified receiver output allows the operator to moni-
tor the D.C. output of the discriminator, hence, the low frequency signals
often encountered in biological signals may be monitored without attenuation.

Readout.

In the present study, the output of the receiver was fed into a Tektronix
Dual-Beam Model 502 oscilloscope. In addition, the animal was monitored
with a physiograph to obtain permanent recordings.

Ill. DISCUSSION

Preliminary investigations indicate that a practical telemetry system
suitable to present needs can be developed. The following statements offer
a generalized approach to the problem of future development cf an effective
system.
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U r. A iummitter similar to the Epsco model can be wed, but it should
have:

1) higher power output, and/or

2) an external ontenna.

The transmitter must have enough power to allow the receiver to function with
optimal efficiency at the maximum range desired. This modification would
greatly improve the quantity and quality of heartbeat information obtained within
the range of the telemetry system.

b. The F.M. mode of transmission and reception is satisfactory and prefer-
able to A.M.. Receivers of adequate sensitivity are available in miniaturized
form for use in a hand-held monitoring system. The use of more trarnmission
power and a sensitive receiver alleviates the need for a large antenna mounted
high above the ground.

c. Most of the work involved in developing a compact receiver unit will
be concerned w;;h t!,e readout portion of the devike. As a broad approach to
the problem, it is suggested that a tr.asistorized chopper amplifier be used at
the receiver output. The reception of heart muscle potentials couid trigger a
circuit which would in turn prevent a readout indication from being energized.
A chopper amplifier provides all of the low frequency response necessary for
adequate performance,. A tone or light would indicate to the operIztor of a
hand-held receiving ievice that the dog is either out of range or that his heart
is no longer functioning. Supplementary indicator(s) might be used to indicate
malfunction of equipment.

In the semi-portable system (vehicle mounted), a field oscilloscope or
';peaker might be used as a monitoring device, thus increasing the amount of
usable i nfornmation.
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Scurces of Supply

EQUIPMENT:

Knight Radio Broadcaster/amplifiers 1834-706

Allied Electronics
100 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Small and large custom-made dog harnesses and saddle bogs

The Horse Fair
Olney, Maryland

TMs-10 All Transistor 10 channel radio control transmitter
ZR-10 channel relayless all transistor receiver-companion to TMs-10

Citizenship Radio Corporation
8'10 East 64th Street
Indianapolis 20, Indiana

Universal feeder - deep cup

Ralph Gerbrands
Arlington 74, Massachusetts

Miniature 2-watt encapsulated audio amplifiers #7255 2 BT

Electronic Wholesalers, Inc.
2345 Sherman Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Model SIX transistorized Xmitter with 1 set receiving crystals and
one set transmitting crystals

Citizenship Radio Corporation
810 East 64th Street
Indianapolis, Indiana
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Ai-ir, mounted auditory stimulus system

Gulton Medical Instruments
Willow Grove, Penhsylvania

Heart sound microphone with adjustable strop and cable #92-200-70

E and M Instrument Company
6030 England Street
Houston, Texas

Dog collars and harness straps

The Horse Fair
Olney, Maryland

DOGS:

German Shepherds
Beagles

Lone Trail Kennels
P.O. Box 46
Freidensburg, Pennsylvania

Labrador Retrievers

El Mona Kennels
c/o Carl E. Carlock
1435 West 11 th Avenue
Gary, Indiana

Coon Hounds

Mr. Frank Wells
Chase, Maryland
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This manual is a guide for training dogs in free-ranging per-

sonnel reconnaissance. Its purpose is to expand the utility of the

scout dog to situations where the dog is off his leash and out of

the handler's sight. The training assumes that the direction of move-

ment of the military to be protected is indicated by some trail, path

or road. Under these circumstances, the dog is to proceed 200-300

yards in advance of the unit and handler and is to indicate contact with

the sight, scent or sound (usually scent) of a human by promptly sit-

ting. This halt in the dog's movement will be indicated to the hand-

ler by rddio.

2. ACQUISITION AND CARE OF DOGS

8.e: Department of the Army field manual FM 20-20 should

be used as a guide for the selection and screening of dogs for scout-

ing purposes (par. 102). One of the most qualifying traits necessary

for success is a high intelligence.

b. FM 20-20 should also be used as a guide in handling,

feeding and general care of the dogs.
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TRAINING AND PREPARATIOW5

Section I. EQUIPMET

3. Standard Equipment

Standard scouting equipent needed for use in the program

consists of:

(1) Shoulder harness.

(2) Short training and discipline leash.

(3) Choke collar.

(4) A 25 foot leash.

(5) A leather collar.

2h. SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

Specialized equipment used in the training is as follows:

(1) A standard leather collar with a special transmitter

built in -nd a 1 1/2 foot antenna attached. This part

of the equipment is described in detail in Appezdix C

of this report and will hereafter be referred to as

the special collar. Then worn by the dog, the trans-

mitter gravitates underneath the neck with the antenna

extending above the neck. The transmitter is tuned to

transmit at 50.7 cps.

(2) A pair of Army walkie-talkies are needed both to re-
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ceive the signai transuitted from the special collar

on the dog and for ccunications between the handler

and the decoy.

(3) A training whistle with the frequency adjusted so

audibility is beyond human perception. This insures

a more private operation in com•anding the dog to re-

turn to the handler.

Section II. EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

5. UTILIZATION OF EQUIPMNT

a. A leather collar should be used to orient the dog to

the transmitting collar during the early phases of training. The

special collar should be used only when the dog is proficient on long

scouting problems, and the handler is ready to begin his analysis of

detecting alerts.

b. It is important to remember that the harness and special

collar used in actual scouting, should be put on the dog only when he

is ready to begin an immediate scouting problem. The handler should

always remove the equipment as soon as possible after the dog returns

from an alert. The harness and special collar should never be on the

dog during any type of obedience training.

Section III. HANDLER-DOG RELATIONSHIPS

6. Of primary importance for producing a capable dog in this pro-
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grm i dew"1,--t C&f tbe dd:gs confidence to perform the task. This

attitude of confidence and respect must exist between the handler and

his dog in order to create good communication during the training

phases. A good relationship may be established by the following prin-

ciples.

(1) Coplete discipline control over the dog is the most

necessary factor. Emphasis must be placed on disci-

pline control (FM 20-20). Particular attention must

be given to off-leash commands as it is in this situa-

tion that the dog is to give his most important per-

formance. Each and every command should be followed

by a consequence. If the dog is given the cnmmand

"SIT" and does not do it, he should be brought to

the position sharply with a terse "NO" to the behavior

the dog did perform. The dog should not be pleaded

with by repeating the comand. The dog should be

praised as a consequence of his successes. This

should be routine and frequent.

(2) The break between problems during the training sessions

is the best time to reward the dog with verbal praise

and petting for a Job well done. Always measure the

"reward" with his accomplislments. Measures of reward

should include the duration and general enthusiasm of

the break. (See par. 10).

(3) The dog will reveal an individual characteristic of
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play habit after a short time. A conscientious hand-

ler should exploit this habit as far as possible.

This creates a bit of personal friendship which will

eventiually cause the dog to become more handler de-

pendent. Thus, the handler gains more control over

the dog which Is vitally important when the dog is

required to work out of sight of the handler.

(4) Praise during the training sessions should be deliver-

ed in a soft approving voice. A loud shout may dis-

tract or confuse the dog.

(5) All of the factors of praise, Including duration and

general excitement of the break, measured with the

dog's performance, generates within the dog a realiza-

tion of his success., Essentially, results of the entire

training program are dependent upon the effectivenest,

of communication between the handler and the dog he

is training.
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CHAPTER 3

TRAIL INTRODUCTION - ON-LEASH

Section I. BASIC SCOUTING

7. The dog should undergo at least one month of training in scout-

ing on-leash before he is allowed to scout off-leash. When the train-

ing area for a session is reached, it is advisable to first give to the

dog about fifteen minutes of obedience training. This is beneficial

as a "warm-up" period and, also, makes the dog realize the seriousness

of the forthcoming scouting session. Begitming scouting procedures

ire described in the next three sections.

Section II. DECOY DETECTION

8. The decoy is first placed to the left or right of the path

approximately 50-75 yards down a trail or path so that the path is

down wind of his position. During the early part of this phase of train-

ing, a fairly straight trail or path should be selected. The harness,

then the leather collar is put on the dog. He should a2ways be com-

manded to "SIT" and "STAY" while the equipment is being put on. Next

the 25 foot leash in attached to the harness and the dog is positioned

on the command "HEEL" to face down the path in the direction of the

decoy. A soft but firm command of "SEARCH" is given, and at the same

time the dog is urged forwart; until the leash becomes taunt. The dog
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should be kept at a brisk pace and never be allowed to wander off

the path. The commands "NO" and "SEARCH" should accomplish this.

The dog's interest should always be kept on the problem of searching.

If the dog persists in putting his nose to the ground to sniff, the

handler should discourage this by the command "NO" paired with a

sharp snap of the leash.

9. a. Proceeding along the trail or pathway, the handler

should observe the dog closely to detect the exact moment the dog

has alerted on the decoy. As described in FM 20-20, the alert may

be given by tensing the whole body, raising his hackles, pricking up

his ears, or by other signs. A sharply observant handler will soon

learn to recognize any individual peculiarity which is an indication

of an alert. The conmand "STAY" should be given softly at this

point. After the dog has held his position at least thirty seconds

he should be returned to a heelirig position by use of the whistle

(see par. 10).

b. On some occasions the dog s hould be allowed to give

chase to the decoy while on the leash. However, on most occasions

after the response to "STAY" has been performed, a sharp tug on the

leash with a firm command of "SIT" should be given without allowing

any further movement from the dog. The tension on the leash should

be relaxed while the decoy quietly exposes himself. The decoy should

be careful not to distract the dog from his sitting position, but only

expose himself enough to allow the dog and the handler to know he is

there and that the dog is correct. The handler should lavishly praise
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£ tht dog while the dog if still sitting. The handler should then

return his dog the length of the leash to a heelirg position using the

whistle to recall the dog. The decoy remains neutral and does not fur-

ther influence the dog.

c. When the dog has given evidence of boredom in scouting

he should be allowed to give chase to the denoy. This idea should be

used with discretion as the ultimate goal in the program is to have

the dog willing to sit upon contacting a decoy. Giving chase should

'be 1u1ed onll in caxl., phases of training, and even then if used too

frequently, the dog may become confused by alternately sitting and

chasing.

Section III. RETURN BY WHISTLE

10. As the dog becomes proficient at sitting on-leash upon detect-

ing the decoy, he should be introduced to returning to the handler

by command of a whistle. In early pnases the handler may simply keep

tension on the 25 foot leash and alter the dog given an alert alter-

nately blow the whistle and give the command "COME",

Section IV. THE BREAK PERIOD

11. After each problem the handler should immediately remove

the equipment and praise the dog according to the principles outlined

in par. 6 of tnis reporz. The break should never be interrupted by

any serious comiand and should last about 10-15 minutes ending with



the command "COME".

Section V, GENERAL PROBLP" 'T ENSIFICATION

12. a. After the dog becomes proticient at free-range scout-

ing on short trials, and begins sitting when he has detected the de-

coy without ccmmands from the handler, partitr2tr situations in the

field should be intensified.

b. o Each trial should be lengthened to a distance of 200-

300 yards. Pathways should remain fairly straight and easy for the

dog to follow. Confusing junctions should be avoided if possible.

c. On some problems the handler may allow the leash to

drag along behind the dog to orient the dog to a free-ranging status.

The handler should gradually let the dog scout well in advance, but

never so far that he cannot give a verbal coemand. At this stage,

visual contact is still necessary in order to give these commands.

d. Greater emphasis should be placed on the dog respond-

ing properly when the decoy is detected by immediately sitting.
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CHAPTER 4

BASIC OFF-LEASH SCOUTING

13. When the dog has successfully mastered the principle of on-

leash scouting, and the handler is confident that he will sit when

encountering the decoy or "ambush", the leash should be removed from

the training program. The handler should have complete off-leash con-

trol of his dog before he is allowed to scout in a free-ranging status.

Section I. SELECTION OF THE TRAINING AREA

14. The beginning sessions of off-leash training are best situated

on long and generally straight paths or roadways. These conditions

allow the handler to increase the distance that separates him from

the dog, yet at the same time affords visual contact for controlling

the dog's movements. The path ideally should be flanked on either side

by heavy foliage and trees which create a natural guide for the dog

to follow, The more obvious the path,the less temptation the dog has

to wander off the trail.

Section Il. EXTENDED DISTANCE SCOUTING

15. a. As outlined earlier in this report, the dog is briefly

oriented to a free-ranging status with the 25 foot leash trailing free-

ly behind him while the handler gradually assumes a patrolling distance
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5 of about 25-50 yards to the rear. After beeuMing -1-n- .....

ing without leaving the trail, it is of little co•nutej to , u

the leash and allow the dog to search well in advance of the hand-

ler. The long straight trail is important in the first several ses-

sions because the dog must realize the position of the handler, and

that he is scouting on his own. Realizing this new status, the dog

may attempt to:

(1) Leave the trail.

(2) Wander around, sniffing the ground.

(3) Keep a pace too fast for a patrol to follow.

Any behavior of this nature must be averted by strongly reprimanding

the dog with "NO" and immediately giving him a short session of obedience

training. He must at all times realize his mistakes, however he should

never be punished to the extent that he becomes uncooperative and un-

willing to work.

b. The routine training procedures must remain consistent.

(1) The harness and special collar should be used only

when the dog is scouting,

(2) The break must be included after each problem.

(3) The dog must be kept in the habit of sitting immediate-

ly upon detecting the decoy.
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CHAPTER 5

ADVANCED OFI-LEASH SCOMING

Section 1. INITIAL TRAIL SITUATIONS

16. a. The conditions of the field training area should be

altered somewhat as the dog makes progress in scouting effectively.

b. The long straight trail should be gradually phased

out of the training program and tht •Collowing situations simulating

actual patrol conditions should be introduced to the dog. The train-

ing stage at which the modifications are to be employed should be at

the discretion of the handler.

(1) Dense forested areas.

(2) Numerous curves which allow the dog to beLome inde-

pendent of the handler.

(3) Generally rugged terrain with open fields interspers-

ed along the path or roadway. This tests the ability

of the dog to remain on the path.

(i) Path Junctions. If the handler is aware of a junction

in the trail, he should try to keep the dog within

sight so he can be commanded to pursue the correct

trail.

c. To effectively isake a successful transition to these

obstructed trail problems, the following ideas may be introduced in
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the first phase of training.

(1) The initial obstruction should be located approxi-

mately 300-400 yards down trail, with the decoy

positioned upwind near the immediate vicinity of

the curve, crest, etc. (see drawing). He should be

placed so the dog will detect his scent only AFTER

the dog passes the crest and is out of sight of the

handler. After the dog has detected the presence

of the decoy and sits, he is returned by whistle to

the handler who should remain out of sight at the

approximate position indicated.

Handler Crest

Starting position X - "

(Straight trail-approximstely 300-400 yds.) Decoy

This procedure does not allow the dog to become too

far out of controlling range and at the same time

the dog is conditioned to depend entirely upon his

own intuition in responding to an alert.

(2) Following successful detection in this problem,

the positioning of the decoy becomes more important.,

In the previous example, the decoy should gradually

be placed farther down the trail with the handler re-

maining out of sight behind the crest or curve. This
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affords an analysis of the reaction of the dog under

,increased time intervals while scouting by himself.

I\U" many instances as possible the decoy may

secretly observe the dog's scouting procedures and

inform the handler of any irregularities.

Section II. PATROL INTRODUCTION

17. After the dog has mastered thoroughly the routine of searching,

detection, and alerting, both in and out of sight of his handler, he

must learn to work with a patrol. If the dog is unwilling to leave

the group, the handler should command him to "SEARCH" from a starting

position of approximately 10-15 yards in front of the patrol. In some

cases the number of people in the patrol should be small (3) at first.

The patrol vili normally advance along at a distance of 200-300 yards

behind the dog on long problems.

141
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CUAPTER 6

DELIBERATR DIVERSIONS

18. DECOY DISTRACTIONS

The decoy should initiate into the training program various

types of diversions. Such diversionary tactics should be employed

only after the dog has given the alert by sitting. The dog should

always remain motionless regardless of the intensity of the excitement.

The dog should be strongly reprimanded with a stern "NO" if he attempts

to venture into the position of the decoy.

19. Diversionexy situations are an integral part of training, and

the dog must be repeatedly subjected to any conditions which may dis-

tract him. Any dog that habitually becomes excited should be removed

from the program.
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CHAPTER 7

ALERT DETECTION

Section I. GENERAL

20. The handler should begin training in detecting the alert given

by the dog only when the dog has mastered the routine of free-range

scouting and responding. It is important that the handler become ex-

tremely familiar with the overall behavior of the dog as once the dog

begins scouting out of sight of the handler, his activity must be in-

terpreted by use of the transmitter.

Section II. PROCEDURES OF ANALYSIS

21. There are two procedures the handler may use in detecting

trail alerts given by the dog.

(1) Visual observation.

The handler will benefi4- by setting up short pro-

blems which allow him to observe the dog executing

an alert, and at the same time, listen to the trans-

mitted tone. This allows the handler to know what

his dog's alert "sounds like" on the transmitter.

(2) Communications with the decoy.

Once the problems extend to ambushs positioned out
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of sight of the handler, the decoy should observe

the dog from the time the dog ia •i-thin his sights

and infom the handler ty valkie-talkie of the exact

mment the dog has detected his presence. Thus, the

handler is able to analyze the reception of the tone

at the exact mcment the alert has been given.

Section III. GENERAL ACTIVITY DETECTION

22. On extended distance problems, as the handler remain3 200-300

yards behind the dog, he should be able to identiry the movement of

the dog by a consistent rhythm of the tone. Usually the dog will

establish a fixed pace when searching which the handler can easily

recognize, and any variations to this pace (running, trotting, walking,

a temporary stop or the actual alert) can be easily detected. If the

dog has a tendency to stop often after he is out of the handler's

visual range, the handler may use the duration of the steady tone as

a guide to determine whether or not the alert has been given. The dog

should not stop for more than a few seconds if he has not detected an

ambush.
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CH{APTER 8 I

TRAINIlNG FOR VARZ;;U: FIELD SITU.ATION~S

Section I. RECOVERY OF THE DOG

23. a#. The dog must be trained to respond to the whistle and

return to the handler at any given moment, regardless of whether or

not the dog has detected an ambush. However, the important function

of the whistle ic the recovery of the dog once the alert has been

given, and "falri" returns Mhould be kept to a minimum.

b. Training procedures for immediate response to the whistle

simply involve long periods of repetitious drill (see par. 10).

Section 11. PSPONSIVE SITTING

24. To achieve the proper response of sitting upon detecting the

ambush, the dog may be subjected to the following training procedure:

(1) The handler as a decoy.

(a) Trainln area.

A densely forested area with several foot

paths should be use4 as the training area.

(b) Procedure.

The dog is cocmmanded to "STAY" along thie trail,

and the handler walks avray around a bend and

18-



positions himself in the manner of an az-

bush 300-500 yards from the d. He then gives

the comand "COME". (To eliminate confusion,

the return whistle should not be used in this

situation.) The handler must always keep si-

lent after he is aware that the dog is scouting

for him. As the dog approaches his position,

the handler looks for the exact moment of de-

tection at which time the handler coimands the

dog to "STAY". Emphasis should be placed on a

sharp, immediate response. It is very important

that the dog be praised highly and immediately

for a good effort. Thia system should be re-

peated constantly until the dog becomes very

proficient at sitting and staying immediately

upon contacting the decoy either visually or

by scent.

(2) Advanced training procedures.

Distances from the dog to the decoy should be length-

ened until limited by audibility of the command "COcE".

The training area should be changed to one with more

underbrush and path Junctions. In addition to routine

scouting, this situation allows the handler to ob-

serve the dog's behavior under more complex conditions4

The dog must never be allowed to wander off the trail.
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i e must be kept highly attentive throughout the avr-

tion of the training session.

Section III. REMDYING THE FALSE ALERT

25. If the dog consistently stops along the trail after he has be-

gun to scout out of sight, the handler will be unable to detect an

alert via the tone. A probable solution to ending the stapping habit

is a short session of obedience training with the discipline leash.

At any moment during a scouting problem, if the dog habitully stons for

any reason other than the alert, the handler should firmly command the

dog to "COME". When the dog returns, the handler should take off all

equipment put on the choke collar and leash, and then coeence the

obedience training. This training should be brisk and rapid with many

terse comands. The equipment should then be put on the dog again, and

the problem resumed. This exercise should be used as often as necessary.

Section IV. OPERATIONAL DMETECION

26. a. In actual field operations, no one can presuppose the

presence end position of an ambush, or whether or not one exists at

all. The handler, considering the absence of this information, shotad

test his ability at accurately identifying an ambush by setting up a

planned route and allowing the decoy(s) to position himself anywhere

along that assigned route. A third person should be designated as a

patrol leader and should know the exact position of the ambush.
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b. If false alerts are a constant problem in these tests*

problems should be included where no ambush exit .,., These probless

will sharpen the dog-handler etficiency and pozsibly show the trail

conditions under which the false alerts occur.
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CHAPTER 9

WIND.AND .SCNT

27. The wind is the most Important variable condition the handler

must consider in his analysis of alert ,teection. Several principles

are important with respect to the move. it of the wind. These are:

(1) The stronger the wind, the more narrow the scent cone

will be.

(2) The stronger the wind, the greater is the distance at

which the dog may detect the scent.

(3) The more obstructed the wind (by trees and terrain),

the more likely the dog is to indicate the wrong direction

to the decoy.

(4) The more the wind is coming from behind the dog,

the more likely it is that he will pass the ambush

area before giving an alert.

(5) In any wind over three knots the dog must be conddered

as searching only the side of the trail from which

the wind is coming.

These principles indicate several basic procedures for the handler and

the free-ranging reconnaissance dog. For example:

Principle no. I) indicated that under conditions of

a strong wind the dog should not be pushed
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to a rapid pace. If he is, he is like-

ly to run through a scent cone without

giving an alert.

Principle no. 2) describes a condition which may be an

advantage or disadvantage. If the wind

is coming from behind, the dog may be use-

less because he will be so far ul the trail

by the time he reaches the scent cone and

gives an alert that the patrol will be

well within the line of fire cf the am-

bush. However, if the wind is more favor-

able and strong, the dog will likely

give his best performance, giving a long

warning and a strong alert.

Principle no. 3) indicates that in heavy vegetation or

rough terrain, the direction indicated by

the dog during an alert should be viewed

with some suspicion. He indicates the

bearing from which the scent arrives and

not necessarily the direction of the sourbe

of the scent.

Principles no. 4 & 5) indicate cautic.a about considering areas

as investigated and clear.
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APPENDIX C

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
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